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Abstract: This presentation will give a review of the c-Si solar cell technology development including various cell structures of Al-BSF, PERC, HIT, IBC and TOPCon. In recent years, PERC has gradually replaced the conventional Al-BSF in mass production. With high demanding of further reducing the cost and improving the cell efficiency, new cell structures become the key topics for the PV community. HIT solar cell has been proposed to be the post-PERC technology in the main stream of solar module manufacturing, but the high Capex has delayed the acceptance of HIT in PV module manufacturing. An alternate technology, named TOPCon, has attracted a great attention in the last five year. It has many common features with PERC cell, and reached record efficiency of 25.7%. Therefore, the TOPCon cell structure is expected to be integrated into the current PERC lines with limited investment. The focus of the presentation will be on TOPCon solar cells, including the cell structure, fabrication process, pros-cons, and perspective in manufacturing.
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